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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to describe some new meaningful compactifica- 
tions of configurations of points on a projective line. The original motivation of 
this work was to find an algebraic analogue (at least in genus zero) to some to- 
pological modifications of the moduli space of n-pointed stable curves of genus 
g, defined by Kontsevich (see [Ko]) and then after him by Looijenga (see [Lo]). 
They are defined as follows: let Q be a nonempty subset of the set P = 
{PI,. . _ , Pn} of labeling points. We define RQ to be the set of pairs ([Cl], [CJ) of - 
points in M, p, such that there is a homeomorphism between the stable curves 
Ci and C2, which is induced by an analytic isomorphism on the components of - 
the curves labeled by Q, and we take the Zariski closure i?Q c M, p x &,, p. It 
is an equivalence relation which restricts to the identity on the points of M,p 
corresponding to smooth curves. We define KQM,~ := M,p/i?~. It is proved 
in [Lo] that the resulting topological spaces are compact and separated. 
Now in the genus zero case is possible to get these modifications as moduli 
spaces for (possibly singular) n-pointed rational curves, by changing in a sui- 
table way the stability conditions imposed by Knudsen for its compactification - 
MO,P ofMo,~- 
1. STABLE (I, n)-POINTED RATIONAL CURVES 
Let Q be given by the subset {PI,. . . , P,} of P = {PI, . . . , P,}, then we define a 
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stable (I,n)-pointed rational curve over a scheme S as a flat and proper 
morphism rr : C + S, together with n sections si : S A C, such that: 
(i) The geometric fibres C, of rr are reduced and connected rational 
curves with at most weakly normal singularities (locally isomorphic to 
{?I . . . . tk = 0) c bik). 
(ii) The geometric fibres C, are smooth at Pi = si(s) and Pi # Pj for i # j, if 
Pi, Pj E Q. 
(iii) Each rational component of C, has at least one labeled point belonging 
to Q, and the number of points where it meets the rest of C, plus the total 
number of its labeled points is at least 3. 
Now it is easy to see that we can translate the problem of an algebraic realiza- 
tion of the K&ts,~ into a moduli problem for stable (I,n)-pointed rational 
curves. Indeed the image of a stable n-pointed rational curve by the complete 
linear series cut out by the labeled points in Q is a stable (E, n)-pointed rational 
curve. as follows from: 
Lemma 1.1. Let X c P be a connected curve of degree n, which spans P”. Then 
X = Xl u . . . U X, where Xi is a smooth rational curve of degree ni and C ni = n, 
each Xi spans a linear subspace of P” of dimension ni and the intersections of Xi 
are transversal. 
Proof. See [Ar] page 67. q 
Apparently two stable n-pointed rational curves are &-equivalent if and only 
if their images by lO( Q) 1 are isomorphic, moreover it is not hard to prove that 
every stable (1, n)-pointed rational curve C can be obtained contracting an ap- 
propriate stable rational curve in the way described above. For this purpose: 
(1) replace in C any non-normal crossing by a P’ crossing normally each of 
the rational components of C in the points corresponding to that singularity; 
(2) replace each labeled singularity by a P’ crossing normally each of the 
rational components of C in the points corresponding to that singularity and 
shift the labels lying on the singularity to distinct labels on the inserted Pi; 
(3) replace each multiple label by a P’ crossing C normally in that point and 
shift the labels to distinct ones on the new P’. 
The result is a stable n-pointed rational curve whose image by means of lO( Q) 1 
is isomorphic to C. 
Thus a moduli space for stable (I, n)-pointed rational curves would have as 
underlying topological space K&fo,~, let us denote it by K/MO+. 
At first the notions of stability we have introduced may seem rather artificial, 
but they turn out to fit quite well in a moduli setting in the sense made clear by 
our main theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. 
(i) There is a normalprojective variety KIMo,~ representing over Spec(E) the 
functor of stable (I, n)-pointed rational curves. 
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(ii) K/MO+ = lPne3. 
(iii) There are natural surjectiveprojective morphisms: 
- 
M,,,n -+ KnMo,n + . . . + KIMO,n = P-3. 
(iv) For 1 5 I 5 n there is a natural surjective rational map 
P : KMo.n+l - - --) KIMo,~, 
corresponding to forgetting the (n + 1)-th point, and the universal curve Cl), over 
KIMo,~ is theprojective closure r(p) of the graph of p. 
We will give the proof of the theorem in several steps. First of all we need to 
prove (ii). 
2. THE CASE OF STABLE (l,n)-POINTED RATIONAL CURVES 
According to our definition a stable (1, n)-pointed rational curve is a smooth 
rational curve with n labeled points {PI, . . . , P,} such that:. 
(i) Pr is distinct from any other point. 
(ii) At least three points of {PI, . , P,} are pairwise distinct. 
A moduli space for such curves is a well known object: 
Theorem 2.1. The functor of stable (1, n)-pointed rational curves is represented by 
Pne3. The universalfamily over it is the P’-bundle llp(O(1) $ 1) over Pne3. For- 
getting the last point corresponds to the projection from a point: 
n : p-2 - - --_t p-3, 
It is a rational map and its resolution, the blow-up Pne2 in one point, is actually 
P(c?(l) ED 1). 
Proof. The first part of the proposition is only a restatement of the fact that 
given a scheme S and a scheme Xover S, to give an S-morphism q5 : X --+ lP’l_ 3 
is the same as to give a line bundle L on X, with n - 2 ordered generating sec- 
tions. Besides the morphism $J is such that L g @(O(l)) and the sections cor- 
respond to qY (x0), . . . , c+P (x, _ 3) under this isomorphism, where x0, . . . , x, _ 3 
are the coordinate sections of the tautological line bundle O(1) on pi-‘. 
Hence, given a line bundle C on X plus n - 2 generating global sections 
s3,. . . ,s,, its projective completion P(C @ 1) + X, together with the sections 
St = cc, s2 = 0, s3,. . . , s,, is a family of stable (1, n)-pointed rational curves. 
Conversely given such a family C -+ X, it is a PI-bundle over X. This follows 
from the fact that we can trivialize it over the open sets Ui = {s E X]Pi # P2 on 
the fibre C,}, on such open sets, indeed, the sections sr , ~2, sj give a projective 
frame for the fibers C, E IFP’ whenever s E Vi. Now if we set st = 00, s2 = 0, on 
the line bundle: 
C=C\[s,] +x 
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the condition of stability means that C is generated by its global sections 
s3,. . . ,s,. 
We can give the following geometric picture of this: the moduli space for 
stable (l,n)-pointed rational curves is the variety Pa_3 of all lines passing 
through the point PI = [1, . . . , l] of pnp2, the labeled points being given by PI 
itself and by the intersections with the n - 1 coordinate hyperplanes of ppn-*: 
{xi = 0). In this picture the stable (1, n + I)-pointed rational curve represented 
by a point PI # p E Pne2 is the line joining PI and p with the sections already 
mentioned, plus the (n + I)-th section given by p itself, while PI represents the 
only stable (1,n + I)-pointed rational curve with P2 = P3 = . . . = P,. Thus 
forgetting the (B + I)-th point may be interpreted as the projection of IFpnp2 
from PI in a hyperplane not passing through it. The map is not defined in the 
point PI, which corresponds to the stable (1, n + I)-pointed rational curve with 
P2 = Pj = . . = P,, where actually forgetting P,,+l destabilizes the curve. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. Cl 
- 
We can give now another interpretation of the maps ui : MO+ --+ FDnm3 defined 
by Kapranov in [Ka I]. - - 
Let MQ+ 1 J+ MO,+ be the universal curve over Ma,,,, let us denote by s; 
(iE {I,... , rz}) the corresponding sections and by Si the relative Cartier divi- 
sors defined by them on %&n + I (for generalities about relative Cartier divisors 
see, for instance, [K-M] Chapter 1). If c3(Si) are the associated invertible 
sheaves, the direct image sheaves 7r,(c?(Si)) are locally free of rank two. Indeed 
x is flat and proper, moreover, for all s f no,,,, HI (Mo,~ + I Is, 0(Si),) = 0, so 
the previous statement follows from [EGA], Chapter III, 97. - 
Thus we have the projective bundles p(r*(O(Si)) of rank one over Mqn with 
canonical maps: 
- 
Mo,~ + I 2 p(r* (0(&I) 
1 J 
- 
Mo.n 
such that the above diagram is commutative and the pi are surjective. Now - 
P(r*(Q(Si)) + MO,+ together with the n sections induced by ~1,. . ,s, is a 
family of stable (l,n)-pointed rational curves, as such it defines a morphism - 
MO,n + W-3. The morphism is surjective because every stable (1, n)-pointed 
rational curve can be obtained contracting a stable n-pointed rational curve, as 
we remarked before. 
Finally the line bundle recovered from p(r*(O(Si)) by means of the proce- 
dure explained in the previous proposition, is just the pull-back of the relative 
dualizing sheaf w, by si, and 5f is defined by the associated complete linear 
series. We can see this observing that the projectification of the cotangent space 
at a point of P’ is the projective line itself. 
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3. FINE MODULI FOR STABLE (l,n)-POINTED RATIONAL CURVES 
We can now proceed with the proof of the main theorem. We start with some 
preliminaries. 
Suppose 7r : C --+ S is a stable (I, n)-pointed rational curve, then each section 
si defines a Cartier divisors Si relative to r. From general theory (see for in- 
stance [K-M]) we know that we can associate to Si an invertible sheaf O(Si), 
functorial with respect to base change. 
Given a stable (Z,n)-pointed rational curve C over k, let us consider the 
canonical morphism T,!J~ : C -+ iFp1 defined by the linear system S(S;), for 
i = 1,. , 1. This is simply the retraction of C to the smooth rational compo- 
nent on which the point Pi lies. More precisely, by I/I; we mean the morphism 
from the stable (I, n)-pointed rational curve C in the (1, n)-stable rational curve 
given by Pk plus the it labels induced by the ones on C. Each of these morph- 
isms is completely determined by the isomorphism class of C. Conversely, these 
morphisms together determine C: 
Proposition 3.1. The morphism x f = l $i : C + P’L x . . x Pi is a natural embed- 
ding determined by the isomorphism class of C. 
Proof. The map is injective and a local isomorphism onto the image, outside 
the locus of singular points of C. To prove that it is an embedding we have to 
show that it is a local isomorphism onto the image also in the singular points 
of c. 
But, in a suitable affine chart A’ x . . . xA’oflP~x...xP~,theimageofa 
neighbourhood of a singular point of C is given by the union of some 
coordinate axes in A’ x . . . x A’, so, by the weak normality of C, it is a local 
isomorphism also in the singularities of C. Cl 
For families of stable (I, n)-pointed rational curves we can prove: 
Proposition 3.2. Let r : C + S be afamily of stable (1, n)-pointed rational curves, 
then we have the natural relative embedding: 
c--, P(7r*O(6,)) x , . . x P(7r*C3(6/)) 
1 J 
s 
where each of the factors P(7r*O(&)) is a family of stable (1, n)-pointed rational 
curves over S. 
Proof. We have only to prove that given any stable (I, n)-pointed rational curve 
C $ S the coherent sheaves r*C’(Si) for i 5 1 are locally free, then our proposi- 
tion becomes a relative version of the previous one. 
We have seen that on a geometric fiber C,, the restriction of 0(6i), defines a 
surjective morphism C, --+ P’, this in particular means that Ho(S(Si) @ 6~~) = 
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2 and then, from Riemann-Roth and the fact that C, has genus zero, it follows 
H’(0(&) @ 0,) = 0. Once again from [EGA], Chapter III, 97, we have our 
claim proved. 0 
Let us now consider the moduli space of stable n-pointed rational curves with - - 
its universal family MO,“+ 1 5 Mo,n_ By arguments imilar to the ones above we 
know that r*O(Cf=, Si) is a locally free sheaf. If we consider the canonical 
diagram: 
1 J 
- 
Mo,n 
- - 
It follows from Lemma 1.1 that ~(Mo,~ + 1 ) + Mo,~ is a family of stable [r,n)- 
pointed curves. Applying Proposition 3.3 to this family gives a canonical em- 
bedding: 
- 
p(Mo,n+ 1) v P(r*L?(b)) x . . . x P(G~(&)) 
1 J 
- 
Mo,n 
From Theorem 2.1 each family of stable (l,n)-pointed curves P(X*0(6i)) + - 
Mo,~ gives a unique map & : Mo,~ + P” - 3 such that P(n*U(Si)) s 4f(P(0(1)@ 
1)). If we take the product of all such maps, we get: 
- 
p(Mo,n+ ,) L-) P(n,O(G,)) x . . . x P(nJ’(6n)) --+ P(O( 1) @ 1) x . . . x P’(O( 1) $1) 
\ 1 1 
- 
Mo,n 
xm, - lPn-3 x . , . x lP”-3 
- - 
We claim that the image ofp(Mo,n+ i) -+ MQ in 
P(0(1) $1) x . . . x P(O(1) $1) --+ pn-3 x . . . x Py 
which we denote by Cl,, + K,Mo,,, is the fine moduli space for stable (Z,n)- 
pointed rational curves with its universal family. To prove this take any family 
of stable (I, n)-pointed curves C -+ S. We have canonical maps: 
c+ P(?r*c3(6i)) x . . . x P(7r*O(&)) --f P(O( 1) & 1) x . . x P(O( 1) @ 1) > Cl,, 
\ 1 1 1 
s 5 VP3 x . . x VP3 3 &MO,,. 
The fact that every stable (l,n)-pointed curve can be obtained contracting a 
stable n-pointed rational curve implies: 
Im(s) c KIMo,~. 
Moreover P(z*~(&)) x . . . x P(r,O(S,)) is isomorphic to the pullback of 
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iP(c3(1) $1) x . . . x P(O(1) $ 1) along X$i, and by Proposition 3.3 this 
isomorphism induces an isomorphism between C c P(n,O(li~)) x . . . x 
P(rtC3(Sn)) and the pullback of Cl,, along the same map. - 
As it is the image of the projective morphism MQ z P” - 3 x . . . x lP”- 3, 
we know that K/MO,+ is a projective irreducible scheme. 
Let us prove the rest of Theorem 1.1. The map between KIMQ and K/ ~ 1 Mo,~ 
is induced by the projection on the first I - 1 factors and by the previously de- 
fined canonical embeddings: 
K,Mo,n~ Pnp3 x P’n-3 x . . x Pn-3 
I times 
Kj_IMo,n~ P”-3 x Pa-3 x . . . x P’n-3. 
. / 
I - I times 
From the projective birational surjective morphism KIMo,~ + Pnp3, we de- 
duce in particular that K/Mo,~ is a normal variety, since the blow-up of a 
smooth variety (indeed locally factorial is enough) is normal. To see this let 
X 2 X be the blow-up of a smooth variety X. We can always assume that the 
sheaf of ideals from which it is defined has support X \ U, where U is the largest 
open subset of X such that p-i ( U) 5 U is an isomorphism. Now it is easy to see 
that X \ U determines the isomorphism class of the corresponding blow-up, as 
any sheaf of ideals Z which is supported on X \ U is contained in fi = Z(X \ U) 
and contains ( fi)d for some d > 1. So our statement follows from the fact that 
the normalization X” -+ X is a bijection, and then the sheaf of ideals, defining 
2” as a blow-up of X, can also be assumed to have X \ U as support. 
However in general K/MO+ is singular and not Q-factorial. Indeed the ex- 
ceptional locus of the blow-up of a Q-factorial variety must be a divisor, which 
is not the case when we have small contractions. And in our situation we have 
small contractions if either n > 8 and 1 > 2, or n = 7 and 2 5 I 5 6, or n = 6 and 
25154. 
The map p of point (iv) is induced by the product of the rational map, pro- 
jection from a point: 
KlMo,n+l = P n-2 - - -+ K,Mo,n = V3, 
1 times with itself. 
~fl-2x...X~“-2--+!Pn-3X...X[Fpn-3 
U U 
KiMo,n+~ - - + K&fop 
The universal curve Cl,, over K/Mo,n lies inside P(O( 1) @ 1) x . . . x P(O( 1) @ l), 
therefore it is the closure of the graph of the above map, and this completes the 
proof of point (iv). In particular we see also that Cl,, is the strict transform of 
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KIM~,~+, in the blow-up of Pnw2 x . . . x VP2 in the 1 linear subspaces of co- 
dimension n-2: [l,l,..., l]~P”-~x...xP”-~ ,..., 5’“-2x...xlP”-2x 
[l, 1,. . .) 11. 
We want to describe not the locus At,n corresponding to singular curves in 
KtMo n’ we LL have a picture similar to the one given by Knudsen in [Kn], Section 
3, for Mg,n: 
Proposition 3.3. AI,~ = U KjMo,k + 1 x Kt-jMO,n -k+ 1 where we take the union 
over allj,k such that 1 < j 5 k < n andj 5 1. 
Proof. The result follows from the universal properties of KtMo,n, on the fibred 
product, and glueing procedures similar to the ones defined by Knudsen. q 
4. QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATIONS AND BLOW-UP DESCRIPTION OF KtMo,n 
The symmetric group acts naturally on Mosnr but if we permute the points on a 
stable (1, n)-pointed rational curve, in general we get another stable curve if and 
only if the permutation preserves the fixed partition of the set of labeling 
points. This actually happens on a Zariski open set of KtMo,,, containing MQ, 
so the action is well defined at least birationally. So we have a natural embed- 
ding of the symmetric group S, in the group of birational transformations of 
K/MO+. Of particular interest is the case of K~Mo,~ = pnp3, we recover then 
the classical representation of S, as the cross-ratio group of n! Cremona 
transformations of llpne3 (see [MO]): 
Proposition 4.1. Permutation of sections of the universal curve over KlMo.,, = 
pnp3 defines a birational action of the symmetric group S,,. In this way it is rep- 
resented in Cr(pnp3) by the subgroup generated by all the quadratic transforma- 
tions with critical set (we mean the set of points where a birational map is not a 
local isomorphism) included in the complete (n - 1)-gon spanned by the points of 
thestandardprojectiveframein p p3: [l, 1,. . . , 11, [l,O, . . . ,O], [0, l,O,. . . ,O], . . . , 
[O,. ..,O,l]. 
Proof. In Section 2 we described PnP3 as a moduli space for stable (l,n)- 
pointed rational curves with universal family: 
P(c3(1) @ 1) 4 V3, 
and sections si = co, s2 = 0, s3 = x0,. . . , s,, = x,-3. 
In order to prove the proposition we need to describe only the effect of 
transpositions of sections. Let us consider first transpositions which respect he 
partition of marked points, i.e. the ones fixing co, we will get of course projec- 
tive transformations of P” - 3. 
If we exchange the sections si and Sj, 3 < i 5 j we get the projective transfor- 
mation: 
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and the effect of projective transformations of this kind on the frame is a 
transposition of the set of fundamental points. 
If we exchange a section si, i > 3, with the zero section, we get instead the 
projective transformation: 
[X0,X1,. . . ,X~_3]H[XO-Xi,...,-Xi,...,X~_3-Xj]r 
and the effect on the frame of such a transformation is to permute the unit point 
with the i-th fundamental point. 
The only non trivial case is when a section si, i 2 3, is exchanged with the 
section at infinity. Here of course we will get only a birational map. It is enough 
to consider the case of the permutation of the section zero with the section at 
infinity. 
From basic theory of projective bundles we know that we have a canonical 
isomorphism over P’“-3: 
P(O( 1) $1) + P(O( - 1) @ 1) 
1 J 
p-3 
such that the section zero (resp. infinity) of P(O( 1) $ 1) is mapped onto the 
section infinity (resp. zero) of P(U(-1) @ 1) (see [EGA], Chapter II, 8.4.4). 
Moreover in the above diagram the section xi of P(O(1) @ 1) commutes with 
the section l/xi of P(O(-1) $1) via the given isomorphism. 
Let us observe now that the standard quadratic transformation: 
p-3 _ _ _..+ p n-3 
Lxil ++ [l/Xi] 
gives rise to the following commutative diagram: 
0(-l) - - --+ O(1) 
I 1 
p-3 - - ._.+ p-3 
where both horizontal maps are birational, and taking projective completions 
we get: 
P(O(-1) 6B 1) - - 4 P(O(1) @ 1) 
1 1 
p”-3___ -__+p n-3 . 
Now if we compose this diagram with the first one, we have: 
P(O(1) @ 1) - - --f P(O(1) 6E 1) 
1 1 
p-3__ ----.+p n-3 , 
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and the effect of these birational maps is to swap the zero and infinity sections, 
leaving all the others fixed. So the standard quadratic transformation is the 
birational map induced by permuting the zero with the infinity section in the 
universal family over [Fpne3. 
The critical set of a quadratic transformation is the (n - 2)-gon such that the 
quadratic transformation can be factored by the blow-up of its (n - 5)-dimen- 
sional edges and the blow-down of its faces. Hence the critical set of the 
standard quadratic transformation is the (n - 2)-gon spanned by the funda- 
mental points of the frame, while for the other quadratic transformations it is 
spanned by the unit point and n - 3 of the fundamental points. This proves the 
last part of the proposition. 
To conclude we observe that the transpositions of 00 with all the other sec- 
tions are enough to generate the whole symmetric group, i.e. the quadratic 
transformations generate the group. q 
We can describe now the series of blow-ups from which we obtain K/MO,+. 
Theorem 4.1. Let us choose a set of n - 1 points of pnp3 in general position 
{PI, P2, . . . , P,- I}, and let us denote with ot the closed subscheme of pnp3 which 
is the union of all linear subspaces spanned by subsets S c {PI, . . . , P,, _ 1). such 
that ISI = n - 4 and Pi # S. 
Let us denote also with pi the natural map KtMo+ -+ P”- 3, associated to the 
family of stable l-pointed rational curves P(n*(O(Si))) over K/MO,+. 
Then we can realize KIM~,~ as thefollowing series of blow-ups: 
K2Mo.n = SZ,, (E=“p3) 
K3Mo,n = Bl,;l,,,(K~Mo,n) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
K/Mo,n = al,;~,,,,~,,(~-~Mo,n). 
Proof. Let us recall that we constructed K~MQ as a closed subvariety of the 
I-fold fibred product of pnp3 in such a way that the natural maps ~1, . . . ,pt to 
K~MQ = IFpnW3 are the projections. 
Eachpi is a birational morphism, so we have birational transformations: 
pi .PjP’ : p-3 _ _ + p-3 
As a transformation of KI MQ this map corresponds to the transposition of 
the section sj, considered as the section at infinity, with si. According to the 
description given in the previous proposition for such maps, if we construct a 
projective frame with the points PI, . . . , P,, _ 1 in the appropriate way, Pi + 1 . p;’ 
will be the standard quadratic transformation with critical set the (n - 2)-gon 
spanned by the points in {PI,. . . , P,_ l}\{Pi}, 
Now the commutative diagram: 
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&Mo,n 
J \ 
p-3 _ _ _ - + p n-3 
implies in particular that K~M,Q contains the graph of p2 . p,-’ : Pnp3 - - -+ 
lF’n-3, from which it follows that K~Mo,~ is its closure in Pflp3 x [Fpflp3. But the 
closure of the graph of a birational map is the blow-up of the base locus of the 
corresponding linear system, so, after a suitable choice of projective frame, we 
have: 
&MO,,, = az,, (r3). 
Let us proceed now to the description of K~Mo,~, the two projections 
K~MQ 5 VP3 and K~Mo,~ 5 pne3 induce again the birational transfor- 
mation p3 .p;l : lPne3 - - -+ PnM3, composing this with the morphism 
K2Mo,n 5 P”- 3, we get the birational map: 
$3 : K2Mo,, - - + F3, 
and again the commutative diagram: 
&MO,,, 
J \ 
K2Mo.n - - - - + p”-3, 
from which it follows that K~MQ is the closure of the graph of $9 in &MO,” x 
P”-‘. Hence K~MQ, is the blow-up of K~MQ in the inverse image under p2 of 
the base locus of the quadratic transformation p3 .Pr’, so, for our choice of 
projective frame: 
&Mo,n = “$,,I (J&Mo,n). 
Proceeding in this way eventually we obtain: 
K/Mo,n = ~$,y,(a,_,)(Kl- IMOA 
completing the proof of the theorem. q 
Let us compare the previous theorem with Theorem 4.3.3 in [Ka II]. Kapranov - 
realized Mo,~ in the following way: 
- 
choose n - 1 generic points PI, . . . , P, _ 1 in P” 3. The variety MQ, can be ob- 
tained from VP3 by a series of blow-ups of all the projective spaces spanned 
by Pi. The order of these blow-ups can be taken as follows: 
(1) Points PI, . . . , P, 2 and all the projective subspaces panned by them in 
order of the increasing dimension. 
(2) The point P,_l, all the lines < PI, P,_ I >, . . . , < Pn_3, P,_i > and 
subspaces panned by them in order of the increasing dimension. 
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(3) Theline<P,_2,P,_1>,theplanes<Pi,P,_2,Pn_1>,i#n-3,and 
all subspaces panned by them in order of the increasing dimension. 
and so on. 
From our description of K,MQ, we see that the blow-ups involved have the - 
same support, but differ substantially in the fact that, in order to get Mo,~, we 
have to separate at each stage the irreducible components of ui by means of 
series of lower dimensional blow-ups (first the vertices, then the l-dimensional 
edges, then the 2-dimensional edges, and so on). 
Finally I would like to thank my advisor Eduard Looijenga who proposed 
the problem to me and helped me with several discussions and suggestions and 
Letterio Gatto with whom I had a lot of discussions, mathematical and not, 
during his stay here in Utrecht. 
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